Note: Before assembly, insure that all parts and quantities match the parts list. Inspect all components for shipping damage. If any parts are missing or damaged, contact your dealer/retailer for replacements.

Parts List:
(1) Seat - 1 each
(2) Leg - 4 each
(3) Arms - 1 each
(4) Back - 1 each
Plastic insert for seat - 1 each (not shown)

To Assemble:
1. Place seat (1) upside down on a flat surface. Insert leg (2) into the corner recess of the seat by applying a firm downward pressure until the leg is fully engaged. Repeat this step with the remaining 3 legs.
2. Place the bench upright and insert the arm (3) into the holes on the side of the bench until fully engaged.
3. Insert back (4), after determining which way the bench will be used, into the slot at the rear of the seat until fully engaged.
4. Insert the plastic insert (5) (not pictured) into the slot opposite the backrest.
5. To adjust the legs for proper height or uneven surfaces, rotate the leg extension and disengage from the leg. Insert the leg extension into the desired slot until adjustment is fully engaged.

To Disassemble:
The back has a lock tab that, when depressed, allows the back to be pulled out of the slots.
To remove the arms, pinch together the tabs on the arms (when assembled, tabs will be under the seat).
Do not remove legs as this may cause damage to the product. The legs were not designed to be removed after assembly.

Care and Maintenance:
Do not use an abrasive cleaner. Use a non-abrasive cleaner with warm water.
Periodically inspect all components for damage or looseness.

Warning:
- Do not use this product without first reading and understanding the instruction sheet. Otherwise, injury or damage may occur.
- Weight capacity - 350 lb. (159 kg)